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Abstract A fascinating trend is emerging in juvenile justice - teen courts. As peer-based forums appearing in pockets throughout the United States, these specialized courts for child offenders are designed to actively draw the child into his or her own criminal process, allowing “the law to work as a therapeutic agent.”[1] We posit that the teen court process empowers children with respect from peers, family and community because of the therapeutic manner of administering justice on behalf of the child offender. This process becomes a therapeutic model when children’s lives are changed by the beneficial involvement of their peers in their legal process. The experience of participating in their own justice and the justice of their peers seems to create a natural pathway to building a broader sense of personal responsibility, active citizenship, and a generally healthier future.
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1. Introduction

“The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience. The felt necessities of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, institutions of public policy, avowed or unconscious, even the prejudices which judges share with their fellow-men, have had a good deal more to do than the syllogism in determining the rules by which men should be governed.”[2]

A juvenile justice system essentially rests on the tradition of the best interest of the child standard, and is applied to the extent that the child is not transferred to adult criminal courts but sought to be rehabilitated in a court designed to meet the needs of children.[3] Current juvenile justice systems, however, are in somewhat of a crisis. For example, for four decades the United States government has increased funding for incarcerating American youth, who are otherwise not a danger to public safety, in adult-like prisons.[4] This trend has perpetuated juvenile crime into a lifestyle, and placed juvenile offenders at grave risk for abuse and a criminal future. “Juvenile delinquency is of perpetual concern in the United States. In 2007, law enforcement agencies reported 2.18 million arrests of juveniles…. It is estimated that $14.4 billion is spent annually on the federal, state and local juvenile justice systems.”[5] Juvenile courts do not appear to be adequately handling juvenile crime, nor are they necessarily leaders in helping children in rehabilitation away from crime.[6] In fact, the focus of the system is retributive, whether by intent or by caveat.

Combating this problem, a fascinating trend is emerging in juvenile justice - teen courts. As peer-based forums appearing in pockets throughout the United States, these teen courts are designed to actively draw the child into his or her own criminal process. Allowing “the law to work as a therapeutic agent.”[7] We posit that the teen court process empowers children with respect from peers, family and community because of the therapeutic manner of administering the law to the child offender.

While garnering the attention of researchers for some time,[8] much is still unknown about these teen disposition forums. Also sometimes referred to as a youth court, these courts are specialized community programs which accept, hear, try, and sentence mostly first time misdemeanor offense cases when the defendant is a child, most often between the ages of twelve and seventeen.[9] With professional guidance from adults, these diversion forums are quasi-courts organized by children, for children, with children acting as prosecutor, defense attorney, juror, bailiff and in some cases even judge.[10] Supported by the local community in schools, churches, treatment centers, or law schools, youth courts offer an alternative to traditional juvenile justice based on the notion that a jury of peers may more adequately administer justice in a way best for a
child[11]. They seem to work because children operate largely in a framework of peer influence and respect. When that influence is positive, the result is positive as well.

This process becomes a therapeutic model when children’s lives are changed by their interaction with the law toward a better sense of well-being. The experience of participating in their own justice and the justice of their peers seems to create a natural pathway to building a broader sense of personal responsibility, active citizenship, and a generally healthier future[12]. This article explores these notions in depth, with a focus on how therapeutic jurisprudence brings forth that much needed change in the administration of juvenile justice. Exploring and examining how teen courts are advanced in the model of therapeutic jurisprudence, this article examines the research and methodology of this new program of teen courts to determine whether and how a teen court forum can enhance and develop a child’s decision-making process in the context of a reliable rule of law based on a jury of peers. These wonderfully rich opportunities for child offenders and other child participants are unique to the teen court process of juvenile justice and are essentially based on notions of therapeutic justice. They may provide an alternative that can positively contribute to the administration of justice to juvenile offenders.

2. Therapeutic Jurisprudence & Teen Courts

The underlying problems of the juvenile justice system highlight the need for therapeutic jurisprudence and help to explain the rise of phenomenon like teen courts. The opportunity to intercept and redirect a child behaving criminally strikes at the heart of social science, creating a need for understanding the solutions to the problems facing juvenile justice today.

A. American Juvenile Justice System: The Underlying Problem

The failure of the American juvenile system to encourage rehabilitation and discourage a life characterized by crime sparked the foundation of teen courts.[13] For decades, the government has increasingly sent youths to adult-like prisons, “[perpetuating] juvenile crime into a lifestyle and [placing] juvenile offenders at grave risk for abuse and a criminal future.”[14] The juvenile court was originally implemented to combat the problem of teen cases being tried in adult criminal court with the ultimate goal of rehabilitation and steering youth away from a life characterized by crime.[15] Today’s juvenile court system, however, continues to produce high recidivism rates and other consequences such as mental, physical, and psychological problems in teens rather than addressing the underlying issues that lead to these circumstances.[16]

Reports estimate that 2.1 million youth are arrested each year, and, of those arrested, juvenile courts see 1.7 million cases.[17] While 57% are given probation, almost 87,000 youths under 21 “are detained or confined in public and private detention centers, group homes, camps, ranches, and other correctional institutions.”[18] The average cost per day for each youth to stay in those facilities is $240.99, where “70 percent of adjudicated youth reside.”[19] Studies show that the youth confined in these facilities may experience “overcrowding, physical and sexual violence, trauma, risk of suicide, and death.”[20] Although national recidivism is difficult to measure from a lack of standardized measurements, youths who were released from state detention facilities had considerably higher rates of rearrest, averaging 55 percent.[21] Out of the 55 percent rearrested, 24 percent were re-incarcerated or re-confined.[22]

Although the percentage of arrests has decreased by 50% since 2005, there were estimated over 1 million arrests of children under 18 in 2014.[23] About two thirds of those arrested will be referred to the juvenile justice system for further processing.[24] In 2010, juvenile courts adjudicated almost 1.4 million delinquency cases, those cases an adult could be prosecuted for in criminal court.[25] While incarcerated and detained, youth in the juvenile justice system continue to experience problems academically, resulting in literacy concerns[26] and “academic achievement below the grade equivalent for their age.”[27]

The underlying problem seems to be the system itself, and how its methods negatively affect child offenders.

B. Teen Courts: Intercepting & Redirection

Intercepting and redirecting a child involved in a crime becomes a key objective for rehabilitative justice. Teen courts, peer-based forums designed to draw the child actively into his or her own criminal process through dynamic participation, serve to intercept certain juveniles from the traditional juvenile justice system in hopes of preventing further interaction with the system and its harmful emotional, mental, and physical consequences. Teen courts function by allowing a youth to take an active role in his or her own criminal procedures.[28] Teen offenders are often referred to teen, or youth courts through many different avenues, from the school counselors or principals or directly from law enforcement officials, juvenile courts, prosecutors, or judges.[29] To participate in most teen court programs a child offender must take responsibility for his or her crime, in the presence of a jury made up of other teens; this effectively obliges and empowers a child offender to own his or her conduct in a peer context.[30] The offender then shares in his or her own criminal justice by discussing appropriate consequences and fulfilling them as stipulated by the court of peers.[31] If the offender is unwilling to conform to teen court procedures, he or she may have her case referred back to juvenile court.[32]

Teen courts vary in which types of cases are accepted, but most cases are typically first-time offenders of non-violent crimes.[33] Examples of crimes teen courts might see include: “shoplifting, petty theft, underage smoking, truancy, … curfew violations, … underage drinking, … [and] possession of drug paraphernalia.”[34]
in a team approach where the teen offender, prosecutor, defense attorney, jury, and supervising adult together come to a consensus on appropriate consequences.[35] The child offender’s input is highly necessary and even esteemed and respected in the teen court model. Under the team-based approach used in teen courts, there are four different court models: adult judge, teen jury model, teen judge panel, and youth judge model.[36] Out of these, the most popular is the adult judge model, utilized by almost half of teen courts.[37] The common theme throughout these different models is peer influence: teens must face the consequences of their actions before a jury of their peers.[38]

Despite opposition from those who consider it dangerous to place upholding the law in the hands of teens, [39] youth courts have seen success in those teens that complete the program. Studies of recidivism rates in teen courts compared to those of traditional juvenile courts reveal a significant drop in recidivism for children who participate in teen courts.[40] Furthermore, studies show that teen courts often serve more harsh punishments for the same charges when compared with typical juvenile court punishments.[41] As youth courts are still a fresh idea in American juvenile justice, however, there is not a great deal of research on these programs. Most of the teen/youth courts are run privately through volunteers, schools, and libraries without resources to do extensive research into program effectiveness, recidivism, or community impact over longer periods of time. [42] As these programs mature and become more are established, continued research into effectiveness of programs and impacts on the traditional juvenile justice system will be most helpful for further examination. As we have illustrated, a good deal of the research available demonstrates that the approach is child-focused and uniquely effective.

C. Therapeutic Jurisprudence as the Foundation of Teen Courts

The theory behind therapeutic jurisprudence is to observe antitherapeutic effects of laws and legal processes, analyze what causes those antitherapeutic effects, research social sciences and public policy behind the laws, and creatively converge these findings in hopes of sparking reform in the law to minimize antitherapeutic effects and, where conducive to the legal process, maximize therapeutic effects.[43] Teen courts illustrate therapeutic jurisprudence in both formation and practice. Teen courts were founded by communities experiencing the failure of the American juvenile justice system,[44] designed to achieve the stated goal of rehabilitating offenders and redirecting youth from a life that could be potentially characterized by criminal activity.[45] The traditional juvenile system created an increased risk of abuse, dropping out of school, and further exposure to crime through adult-like prisons, leading to a life characterized by criminal activity and reinvolvement with the criminal justice system.[46] Seeing this disparity in purpose and effects, founders of the teen court movement sought a system that would effectuate rehabilitation of teens, encouraging them to take responsibility by facing the consequences of their actions before their peers, empowering them to participate in their own justice. This is therapeutic jurisprudence in action.

Social science research contributed to the teen court movement as well through studies revealing that the greatest sphere of influence for teens are their peers, making them more likely to change behavior upon facing disapproval from peers than from other authority figures.[47] Seeing this, teen courts implemented a system of peer-accountability, where teens serve as the prosecution, defense, jury, and sometimes judge. Participants must acknowledge their actions before their peers, receiving disapproval for those illegal actions, behaviors and choices from the very people whose affirmation they most seek.

Research has also revealed that teens are less likely to break laws they reasonably understand.[48] Throughout the proceeding, teen jury members and judges consult with the participant, seeking clarification of the facts and reasons why certain actions and decisions were made. By taking the time to investigate actions, observe contributing factors, and explain the reasoning behind the rules, the participant leaves the teen court with a new understanding of the laws broken. This presents a striking difference from the sometimes hasty and superficial proceedings in traditional juvenile courts, which leave a teen offender with lots of consequences and little explanation.[49] In teen courts not only is the offender part of the team that deliberates her case, actively participating in the process of his or her own justice, but the offender has an opportunity to later participate as a jury member in the future stages of the program in hopes each offender will understand and be able to uphold the law moving forward.[50] This process allows the law to work as a therapeutic agent to benefit the child offender, as well as the community in which he or she lives. Graduates of a teen court program are afforded the opportunity of continued involvement with the legal system as jury members, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and, in some cases, even judges.[51]

3. Developing the Connections between Therapeutic Jurisprudence and Teen Courts

Therapeutic jurisprudence as a concept was first offered in 1987 by Professor David Wexler in the context of mental health. [52] Wexler defines the idiom as “the study of the role of the law as a therapeutic agent.”[53] Integrating human elements with the application of the law, this definition was later refined by Professor Christopher Slobogin to “the use of social science to study the extent to which a legal rule or practice promotes the psychological and physical well-being of the people it affects.”[54] With roots in the legal realism movement, therapeutic jurisprudence
focusses on the emotional and psychological impacts of laws and legal processes.[55] These emotional and psychological impacts can work positively, or therapeutically, towards rehabilitation, or have negative or anti-therapeutic, effects on the offender. Using these therapeutic and anti-therapeutic consequences of the law, therapeutic justice provides a framework by which to analyze and critique laws.[56] Using insights from psychology, psychiatry, clinical behavioral sciences, criminology, and social work, therapeutic jurisprudence integrates these disciplines with the law’s consequences, devising new ways, methods, and avenues to provide for a more helpful system.[57] Through this process, therapeutic jurisprudence exposes how laws and legal processes uphold or frustrate the underlying public policy.[58] Outcome-focused, therapeutic jurisprudence considers the legal system’s effects and investigates root causes of those effects.[59] Limiting the focus to the problems without investigating root causes, better outcomes, and new ideas would be “seriously shortsighted.”[60] Rather than merely providing a way to point out the flaws in laws or legal processes, therapeutic jurisprudence encourages practitioners to seek “convergence of various interests” in finding creative ways to resolve complex issues.[61]

Originating in mental health law reform, therapeutic jurisprudence’s debut sought exploration of ways new developments in mental health research might be used in refining the law.[62] Reformation and rehabilitation programs at this time were met with skepticism since laws designed to help people regain or attain mental health often backfired, causing an opposite effect than what was desired.[63] Prior to these new developments, traditional mental health law isolated courts from the expertise of doctors and hospitals which often resulted in an infringement of liberty.[64] When it became evident, however, that social sciences could help bridge the gap between spotting the issues and finding and developing real solutions to those problems, legal scholars began applying the concept to other fields of law.[65] New scholarship then began to take seriously research outcomes in clinical behavioral sciences, contemplating its use in developing legal concepts and practices.[66] Today, using “relevant psychological principles” and social sciences in forming legal doctrine is a standard practice that works to inform the legal process for the benefit of those it serves.[67] After its initial introduction through mental health law, therapeutic jurisprudence has since developed in its application to criminal law, juvenile law, family law, personal injury law, and many other areas.[68] We posit it has had a favorable effect on juvenile justice diversion programs, even if unintentionally, via teen court options for child criminal offenders.

4. Therapeutic Jurisprudence in Practice through Teen Courts

Children in any legal context deserve the application of the standard of jurisprudence accommodating what is in the best interests of the child at the center of the litigation. With that standard in mind, teen courts have developed and become almost pervasive throughout America, with many venues developing specialized drug treatment courts, as well as particular problem solving courts.

A. Best Interests of Children

Therapeutic jurisprudence is useful in analyzing and critiquing the ant-therapeutic effects of an adversary legal system where children are involved. Child custody cases serve as a prime example. In a traditional adversarial system, maintaining relationships between contestants are generally not a priority, but in child custody cases “relationships are at the heart of the matter.”[69] Because child custody cases have the responsibility of striking a delicate balance between parental rights and the best interests of a child, one goal of the system is determining and providing for the best interest of the child in light of the parties’ considerations; maintaining cooperation for the child’s well-being becomes central to the outcome for that child’s best interests.[70]

In child custody hearings, however, both parties present their case for a learned judge, who does not know the child, to determine the best interest of the child.[71] Both parties inevitably try to win the battle, breaking down the relationship between parties, leading to harmful effects in the child’s relationship with his or her parents.[72] This wrong focus on parental rights can lead to harmful effects on a child’s welfare.[73] With an ever increasing number of children involved in custody conflicts, the real danger is rooted in the “chronic conflict” of parents entangling their children and deteriorating the child’s parental relationships.[74] Because these ant-therapeutic effects have been observed, efforts are made to move these child custody cases towards a “conciliatory model” that might “honor [these] relationships.”[75] The establishment of a guardian ad litem to represent the child’s best interests has improved adjudication of custody cases because the interests of the child are represented separately from the parents, assisting judges in determining the child’s interests in the midst of parental conflict and emotions.[76] Other suggestions have included creating a “unified family court system,” crafting “differentiated case management” in family law, mandating parents create “parenting plans,” or establishing a team-based approach of professionals for custody cases.[77] Social science research, indeed, has clearly found that maintaining healthy parental relationships are always in the best interests of the child.[78] American family law has long recognized “that parents are the truest protectors of their child’s best interests,”[79] but a therapeutic approach to child custody can also assist in helping divorcing parents to accomplish an outcome in the best interests of the child.

The example from child custody is instructive to juvenile justice. In a similar manner, undergoing a therapeutic jurisprudence analysis of a legal system involving children even where the child is the offender, looks to possible ways to encourage healthy relationships between parents and children for the child’s best interest. [80] While our current
adversarial system needs to look to “a new paradigm, which reflects an attitude of care and shared responsibility toward families and children,” [81] teen courts integrate that rationale. While there is ample opportunity for continued research in this area of the law, children are well served by a main focus which maintains for the child strong, healthy and loving parental relationships in pursuing the best interest of the child, particularly when that child is facing the consequences of a criminal offense.

This in turn works with the peer influence advantages of teen courts to develop love and respect that can empower a child toward improved behavior. The two working together – courts and parents focused on the child’s best interests, and peers focused on positive influence of the child offender – can work in concert in a therapeutic manner to empower teens otherwise involved in the judicial system. These principles of therapeutic jurisprudence form the foundation for specialized courts for teens involved in drug offenses in drug treatment courts and other particular problem behaviors in problem-solving courts, as the next sections describe.

B. Drug Treatment Court

With the expansion of the war on drugs policies at both federal and state levels in the United States in the 1980’s came a surge of drug-related offenders in courts, and eventually in prisons, around the country.[82] Many of these offenders were released on parole only to be rearrested on felony charges or new drug offenses within three years.[83] Founded to combat this ever increasing problem of drug abuse, the drug treatment court was founded in Miami in 1989 in response to the “revolving door effect” typical of drug offenders.[84] Looking at the normative processing of nonviolent possession charges in criminal courts and sentencing the offender to prison, it became apparent that this process did nothing to effect change in the behavior of offenders.[85] Children were not exempt from drug abuse and its criminal effects, and drug treatment courts were a perfect remedy for child drug offenders. Acknowledging the physical, psychological, and mental health aspects of drug abuse, drug treatment courts seek a convergence of therapeutic programs of the drug treatment community with traditional practices of the criminal justice system.[86]

At the heart of the drug treatment court concept is integration of the normative judicial process and therapeutic treatment seeking the rehabilitation of offenders.[87] Drug Courts rely on early intervention, as quick interception from the traditional criminal court process and placement in a drug treatment program are the keys to success.[88] In order to participate in the program, however, the offender in most cases must plead guilty.[89] The court conducts regular drug tests, interacts directly with the participant, and participates in participant treatment through a team approach.[90] A typical team consists of “the judge, prosecutor, defense counsel, treatment providers, and community corrections personnel.”[91] Reconciliation of the defendant, the community, and the victim(s) is the essential goal of drug treatment courts.[92] Conducted in this manner, teen drug courts provide comprehensive therapeutic solutions to child drug offenses.[93]

Indeed, children involved with drug offenses needed a better method of correction than a single application of justice in a traditional juvenile court. Teen drug treatment courts function on a team-based approach toward rehabilitating the offender to society, providing what a child needs most.[94] Just as they do in a regular teen court, the offender, judge, prosecutor, and defense work together in teen drug courts, focusing on rehabilitation and “law-abiding behavior.”[95] In these courts, the judge is active in the offender’s treatment program, which contains “clearly defined rules and structured goals” designed to effectuate active offender participation in his or her own rehabilitation.[96] In order to participate in these courts, offenders must agree to several conditions: remaining sober, engaging in a set drug treatment program, agreeing to routine drug tests to track conformity, and appearing in court for judicial oversight of progress.[97] Offenders may be referred to drug treatment courts at any time, and a noncompliant participant may have her case transferred back to the traditional court for further proceedings.[98] This places the responsibility on participants to actively engage in their treatment plan alongside this team of support for rehabilitation.

Drug treatment courts were created expressly to “interrupt the offender’s addictive behavior,” so the drug court process becomes a component of therapy.[99] In traditional criminal courts, offenders might not have their case heard until months after the initial arrest. Drug treatment courts, however, see importance in immediately involving the participant in the process.[100] The use of drug treatment courts as an alternative to the traditional criminal justice system has been successful in helping offenders break their addiction and avoid recidivism leading to the large growth of these courts across the nation for adults,[101] and in the teen court model.[102] Besides lower recidivism rates, drug treatment courts provide for “more effective case load management, reduced systematic costs” and a reduction in jail crowding.[103] Drug treatment courts exemplify the use of considering advances in social sciences in reforming harmful ant-therapeutic effects of the criminal justice system.[104]

For children, these methods are not simply alternatives or diversion programs, they are absolutely necessary to afford the child offender hope for a drug-free future.

C. Problem Solving Courts

Problem solving courts, developed because of breakthroughs in therapeutic jurisprudence, use fundamental aspects of therapeutic jurisprudence to strengthen their impact and performance.[105] Foundational therapeutic jurisprudential ideas, such as including “treatment services with judicial case processing,… multidisciplinary involvement, and collaboration with community-based and governmental organizations,” contribute to the development and success of these courts.[106] These courts were founded
in response to many social and psychological problems appearing throughout the court system, which required the court to “solve a variety of human problems” as well as disputes between parties.\[107\] Birthed from the methodology of drug treatment courts,\[108\] problem solving courts were founded in an attempt to assist the parties to effectively address and deal with underlying issues, culminating in creating the opportunity to prevent later issues from the same underlying problem.\[109\]

The establishment of problem solving courts came from a growing recognition that the traditional procedures in areas of mental health, substance abuse, child abuse and neglect, domestic violence, and “certain kinds of criminality” fall short.\[110\] Each of these areas contains high recidivism rates indicating that underlying problem(s) in these areas were not properly or effectively addressed.\[111\] An understanding of therapeutic jurisprudence methods, and the social science principles it uses, aids in the structuring and practice of problem solving courts to better understand and address these underlying problems.\[112\] This notion works effectively for child offenders, empowering them and their families with an integrated approach to underlying problems. This works to build relational trust and respect between children and their families and others who support them.

Focused on offender rehabilitation through implementation of “treatment and rehabilitative services” overseen by a treatment team,\[113\] these youth problem solving courts are concerned more with reducing recidivism, or recurrencness, rather than with merely resolving the surface issues of the case at hand.\[114\] Judges in problem solving courts, as part of the treatment team, undergo “specialized training” in the specific area to better “function as therapeutic agents through their supervision and monitoring of the offender’s treatment progress.”\[115\] The law works as a truly therapeutic agent.

5. Conclusions

The development of therapeutic jurisprudence in law and policy combined with the growth in teen courts across the nation are effectuating significant change in the inner workings of the juvenile system. Therapeutic jurisprudence contributes new ideas of integrating therapy and the juvenile legal process through continued research and insights from social sciences.

Teen courts are different from the standard juvenile justice system in that while the juvenile justice system limits an adolescent to a defensive or reactive role within the narrow confines of the legal definition of the crime the adolescent is accused of, the teen court structure empowers the teen offender to grow and be nurtured and rehabilitated through the process. A child’s future is imperiled in juvenile court, while the future brings hope in teen court. If the adolescent does not prevail defensively in the traditional system then the court decides what should happen to him or her. That focus is narrow because it does not encourage the teen to think about how his or her conduct has impacted himself, his family, his community. Teen court is much more proactive in the sense that it encourages teens to examine the motivation behind their conduct, to acknowledge the far reaching consequences of that conduct and to participate in framing a response to the conduct that not only makes the teen accountable but on some level mends relationships with family, community and victim.

An emerging model of therapeutic jurisprudence, teen courts make a healthy difference in the lives of child offenders. This creative use of insightful research in the juvenile system creates hope for decreasing the harmful effects of the current juvenile justice system. Through continued research in the outcomes of teen courts, the traditional juvenile system, and social sciences, American juvenile law can continue to advance ways to intercept teens away from a life characterized by criminal activity to redirect their lives by encouraging civic responsibility. The teen court process empowers children with respect from peers, family and community because of the therapeutic manner of administering the law to the child offender. This process becomes a healing model when children’s lives are changed by the beneficial involvement of their peers in their legal process. The experience of participating in their own justice and the justice of their peers creates a natural pathway to building a broader sense of personal responsivity, active citizenship, and a generally healthier future.
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